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Best vr games coming soon

If you've invested in a VR setup and haven't yet tried a racing game, you owe it to yourself at least to experience it once. The speed, coupled with the feeling of actually sitting in the driver's seat, offers an unbalanced experience. Here are the best racing games you can grab right now. Driveclub Gran Turismo Sport Dirt Rally Trackmania Turbo Wipeout Omega Driveclub If you are
looking for a VR game that makes you feel like you're fast and furious, then this is the game you're looking for. Driveclub takes you to the streets as you race with others to be the best. With over 80 cars and 100 tracks, you'll never get bored when racing in this VR game. Watch PlayStation Store Gran Turismo Sport If you are looking for more classic sports racing, then Gran
Turismo is the game you are looking for. Classic sports cars and various suits for your character, you can ride with other great racers. The VR experience hosts most cars and all the tracks available for this game, so enjoy racing! Watch the playstation store dirt rally into a racing off-road dirt rally, a racing game that really mixes mud and metal. Enjoy the elements of this game as
you race official and unofficial tracks throughout the game. Is it winter? in spring or summer, you will be made mud no matter where you compete. Watch playstation store Trackmania Turbo More tricks means more fun, especially Trackmania Turbo, which has 4 death-defying tracks to choose from. You can choose between the paths you created or create your own path. Take
the other leaders and prove you're the best leader out there. Watch the playstation store wipeout omega this game brings racing into the future with ships that are essentially floating race cars and futuristic tracks. Originally just a stand-alone PlayStation 4 game, you can now take tracks from VR with Sweeping. Take other futuristic leaders and beat them all with the best ship out
there. Watch PlayStation Store What is your favorite racing game playstation VR? Let us know which one you are hooked down to the comments! We can earn a commission on purchases using our links. Additional information. PlayStation VR | Sony's PlayStation VR isn't cheap, but it's by far the cheapest of the three big VR headsets you can buy right now. It's not as powerful as
competitors like the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, but it's much easier to create and use. But like any gaming system, it's only as good as the games available. Here's a rundown of the best PlayStation VR games you can buy right now. 1. Batman: Arkham VR Probably the most recognizable game available in PlayStation VR is Batman: Arkham VR. As you can imagine, this game
puts you in the boots of Batman, but you are not exactly the nimble crime fighter you might expect. This game roots you in place, presumably to avoid inflicting nausea on any unsuspecting players. Not vomiting is nice, but it has an effect to make less dynamic than you might expect from a VR game. It's not a big problem, though, because most of your time in the game is spent
doing detective work when you're trying to solve a murder mystery. To do that, you're investigating a crime scene that brings together a virtual recovery attempt on murder. Then you follow the trail of clues, meeting the most notorious characters on the way to Arkham. While it doesn't necessarily blow fans away, Batman: Arkham VR is enjoyable enough, and it serves as a fine
entry point for VR newcomers. Plus, it only costs $20, which feels about the right 120-minute playtime. You can squeeze in a little more time if you want to do Riddler puzzles and Batarang target practice, but don't expect it to keep you coming back at the end of the week. 2. Thumper This music/rhythm game is dripping in style. You control a kind of futuristic space beetle that
races further down the track, much like the ones you'd find in Guitar Hero or other music games. Depending on which obstacles come along the line, you need to press different buttons in time for the music to stay on track. In other words, it plays similar to other music games, although VR immersion makes it feel a lot more intense, especially when you're squaring off against
towering bosses who can be quite harsh. Luckily, you never get too far back if you fail, so you can keep trying without too much frustration. 3. SuperHyperCube If you're into puzzle games, SuperHyperCube is the one you want to check out in PlayStation VR. You control the cluster cubes like a wall hole as it moves in the direction. Your task is to rotate the cluster so that it can fit
through a hole. Every time you do it successfully, the second piece can be added to your cluster, making your shape more complex and harder to fit through the next hole. And if that's not enough, you're going to have to lean left and right to see around the block to see a glimpse of the wall hole. Watch the video above to see how it turns out. 4. The work of Simulator Job Simulator
takes place in the distant future when robots launch the show, and jobs are a thing of the past. You're in a simulator at a work museum designed to illustrate what it was like when people had to go to work. You can be an office worker, a mechanic, a cook or a shop clerk. Whatever job you choose, robots will give you a number of tasks to perform, such as coffee, fixing a car, or
using a cash register. The fun (and fun) part is that you can perform these tasks in any way you want, fling things around and generally make it huge. 5. Wayward Sky Most PlayStation VR games are held from a first-person perspective. In this game, you're hovering over the action, controlling the hero by pointing and clicking where you want him to go. You play as a girl whose
plane has crash-landed in a mysterious air fortress. Your father, who was with you, must have been kidnapped in the chaos of the accident. It's up to you. Explore the fortress, solve some simple puzzles, and get your father back. It's not a revolutionary game, but it offers an enjoyable three-hour experience that's just different enough to keep you entertained throughout. 6.
Battlezone VR games that will make you in the cockpit feel natural VR. That's because you're generally sitting when you play video games. If you want to be immersed in a virtual device, your character should probably do something similar to what you do in real life. In Battlezone, your character sits in the cockpit of a futuristic tank, ready to roll into battle. This is exactly what you
do, thanks to the missions that have you defend your base against enemy invasions, or withstand waves of attacking enemies. The graphics are colorful and control well, providing a surprisingly immersive experience. The game is also a multiplayer mode online combat, which should be fun when the game comes out. 7th Until Dawn: Rush of Blood If you ever played on-rails
shooter arcade, then you know exactly what to expect until Dawn: Rush of Blood. But unlike this game's PS4-exclusive predecessor, there's not much in the way of story going on here. You're just strapped into a spooky roller coaster and tasked with shooting at targets and mansters as you roll by. Before you rush and buy PlayStation VR, you should know that these are still early
days of virtual reality experiences. Early adopters are taking a lot of risk when buying right now. VR as a whole could fizzle and disappear in the coming years, leaving you with an expensive headset and lineup of so-so games. On the other hand, it can take off in a big way and grow exponentially from here. When this happens, you can expect the technology to become much
cheaper over time, and experience to improve developers' understanding of how to design games that they don't make players iuseous. However, there is something to be said to get to the ground floor of the technological revolution. If you buy PlayStation VR now, and VR doesn't take off, you can tell you you were there from the beginning. The best VR games of 2020 offer you
the opportunity to escape the immersive gaming experience like what you won't find anywhere else. Virtual reality has come a long way in recent years and there is more choice than ever. Regardless of your set up, your budget or the size of your dwelling, there's probably a headset that's perfect for you. There's also probably a game for you. With VR headsets improving and
sliding into the mainstream, there are more games than ever before and the best VR games offer high-quality, high-octane entertainment and immersion. Whether you like fast-paced shooters or slow and steady puzzlers you're going to find your ideal world to get lost in it so much goes into it, it's hardly a surprise that more and more people are iely their toes in virtual reality. So do
you play With the highest end headphones like Valve Index and HTC Vive or super-available console compatible with PlayStation VR, you are likely to find a game that suits your tastes in this list of the best VR games of 2020. Make sure to keep control back because the new great VR games have been released, we'll add them to our list here. I just got a quest? Check out our
selection of the best Oculus Quest games for 2020Trover Saves the Universe (PSVR, Oculus)Image Credit: Playstation (Image credit: Playstation)This comedy game comes from the team of Squanch Games, founded by Justin Roiland (co-creator Rick &amp; Morty). And that's because this game greatly feels like Rick &amp; Morty's space adventure, but with different characters.
Ridiculous missions, fun voices, fun, colorful and bizarre stories, worlds and alien races. It's been around since 2019 for the Nintendo Switch, PS4 and Xbox One, but it came with Oculus VR headsets in June 2020. It becomes about some complex (and not to mention vomit-inducing) movement issues that are common in other games by putting you in a chair that acts as a game
interface and you can control the protagonist, Trover, from a distance as well as teleport your chair to various spots in the game. Star Wars: Squadrons (Multiplatform)(Image credit: EA Star Wars)Star Wars: Squadrons from Feature Studios is a VR game that fulfills the childhood dreams of many. By letting you play with both Rebel and Imperial pilots, this ship-to-ship combat-
focused flight sim is ideal for VR. The game is a single player campaign as well as multiplayer modes and while it's not a VR-exclusive title, playing with a VR headset really only adds to the excitement that you experience when whizzing around space with an X-Wing or TIE Fighter. Sure, it's not great width, but actually it's the depth of immersion that you're looking for with Star
Wars: Squadrons and it certainly gives that. Half-Life: Alyx (Image credit: Valve Corporation) Some feared that Half-Life: Alyx, one of Valve's first VR games and the first new entry in a series in over a decade, might not live up to expectations. But without a shadow of doubt, this is a Half-Life game that fills the roomy shoes that Valve left behind in 2007. It's so good. It is, like his
ancestors, mind-bending joyride with the physics system to die. Inventive, head-scratching scientific puzzles you're used to from PC games? They're here. Tense jaunts through zombie-infested death pits that instil terror better than most horror games? Alyx got it in the drive. If you're looking for one VR game to play in 2020, it's Half-Life: Alyx. It's available for free to buy valve
index and HTC Vive Cosmos Elite.No Man's Sky (PSVR)(Image credit: No Man's Sky/Hello Games)Action-Adventure Survival Game, which is No Man's Sky by Hello Games, was one of VR's world's most anticipated releases in 2019. This is not just because No Man's Sky game seems entirely ready for the VR experience. Passing through and discovering your established worlds
is already one epic adventure many gamers would be happy to dive in. However, Hello Games has taken it to the next level, making No Man's Sky's VR experience better than most other developers have in their games, already making it a great contender for one of the best VR games of 2020.Superhot VR (Oculus, Windows Mixed Reality, PSVR) (Image credit: Oculus/SuperHot
VR)Super addictive first-person shooter Superhot has come a long way since its humble start to the browser-based demo in 2013. It has found its natural home in VR headsets, where it makes the most of 360-degree tracking, with enemies adjacent to you from all sides. As time moves in slow motion when you do, Superhot VR benefits from the flexibility of greater play space. As
the difficulty ramps up, you'll need every inch of the cover to dodge incoming fire, bullet-time style, while crushing faceless enemies using weapons, shurikens, and - most satisfyingly - your clenched fists. The defector (Oculus Rift and Rift S)(Image credit: Defector's)Twisted Pixel, developers of Wilson's Heart, has it again. This time they brought an intense spy action game to VR,
and from the first peeks we've had, it feels more like a Mission Impossible game than the actual Mission Impossible games ever made. Released only in 2019, this action-shooter VR game will take you to drive your life, one full of impressive production value and a lot of freedom of movement. Vader Immortal (Image credit: ILMXLAB)Have you tried the Void already? It's an
amazing location-based VR experience for ILMxLAB and now the team has created a home-based VR experience for Oculus Quest and it's very fun and exciting for Star Wars fans. This is a narrative-driven game that puts you face-to-face with Vader, offers up light saber training and allows you to explore some mystical depths of Mustafa. The best news is that this is just the first
part of a three-part series, fingers crossed the next two installments are just as good. Space Pirate Trainer (Oculus, Windows Mixed Reality, HTC Vive)(Image credit: Space Pirate Trainer)Having debuted the Vive back in 2016, Space Pirate Trainer is a space-based shoot-em-up that's like laser guns Star-Lord uses guardians of the Galaxy to mix slow mo bullet time with the Matrix
- and if that's not immediately done you want to try, I don't know what. This golden oldie is the most fun Oculus Quest and almost a whole new experience without a wire will rattle you on the spot. Choosing a selection of weapons and gadgets, including a pious shield, the added movement given quest's inside-out tracking system is almost an additional weapon in itself. It all makes
for a physically demanding experience - stay rooted on the ground and you get blasted into the dizzy. While its gameplay can become repetitive over time, such as the Beat it's magnetic yet to go with a feeling that seems to pull us back into the Beat Saber (multiplatform)Dance Dance Revolution meets Star Wars; Guitar Hero meets Tron; all this happens in VR Beat Saber. The
new rhythm of the game has players slashing around glowing sabers that beat the musical story. It challenges players to keep up with the tune while cutting specific colored blocks in specific directions and dodging obstacles. Beat Saber is currently available for HTC Vive, Oculus Rift and Windows Mixed Reality devices. If you want to jam through some music, chop up a few
blocks, and break a little sweat, Beat Saber is definitely one of the best VR games for you. Astro Bot: Rescue Mission (PlayStation VR exclusive)If you own a PlayStation VR headset, stop whatever it is you're doing, head over your PS4 and buy Astro Bot: Rescue Mission – that's the killer title playstation VR has been waiting for. Astro Bot: The rescue mission isn't just a great VR
platformer, it's also a great platforming game full stop. Full of such ingenuity we have only come to expect from the Nintendo Mario series, Astro Bot: Rescue Mission, uses the VR format for such a natural imagination, making other efforts look lazy. Weaving levels across the player, and using the scale to both disarm and delight your expectations, it's quite unlike any of the best
VR games you've played before. Tetris EffectIt's hard to put the Tetris Effect experience into words. Basically, you play a regular game from Tetri, except that you play in environments in changes. Each level has its own special taste – music and visuals tailored to your theme. For example, you can play at underwater levels and hear soothing underwater noise, while sparkling
whales float around your head. It's a psychedelic and hypnotic experience, and one that everyone should have the privilege of playing with. Skyrim VR (Multiplatform)At this point, Skyrim should not need to be introduced. It has been released and released and released again. This time it has come with the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and PlayStation VR, and in doing so, it offers the
biggest adventure game we've ever seen in VR. Not only can you re-live the entire base of the game Skyrim VR, but the game includes Dawnguard, Hearthfire and Dragonborn DLC as well. Even if Skyrim VR isn't exactly perfect, with some dated graphics (which can be improved by mods) and not designed for VR from the ground up, it's still an adventure easily worth diving into.
Moss (Multiplatform)After a wait that seemed to last this party forever, Moss finally landed on PlayStation VR in February 2018. Quill, the heroine of this story, may be pint-sized (and literally has a tail), but Moss uses the size of his advantage, giving gamers perspective on their rodent protagonist. For a family-friendly VR adventure, you can guide Quill through forests and ruins,
guide your past enemies and take direct control of environmental elements to solve The goal is to save Quill's uncle, and giving you double control of the hero avatar and, as an almighty influence on his surroundings, this is the perfect way to take advantage of the power of VR. Moss is available on PSVR, Oculus Quest, Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Valve Index and Windows MR. Most
even the best VR games are bite-sized, Resident Evil 7: Biohazard is a breath of fresh air, even if it's simultaneously a terrible one. Despite the ability to play otherwise pc, Xbox One and PS4 right, this is the first installment of the Resident Evil series that could be said to have been designed with virtual reality in mind. This is because, unlike entries before that, Resident Evil 7 is
played using a first-person perspective. Don't assume that you can just run and gun your way through the game, but the capcom has taken Resident Evil back to its survival horror roots in Resident Evil 7. As such, you have to think tactically about how you manage to survive encounters with the game's freaky enemies. Like Ethan Winters, a resident of Dulvey, Louisiana whose
wife went missing three years earlier, he is tasked with investigating a suspicious old abandoned house in an attempt to find her. The silver lining is that there's only one location for the whole game, so don't expect anything too chaotic beyond generous aid jump scares. Elite: Dangerous (Multiplatform)It may be over thirty years old, but the Elite franchise is still one of the best VR
games so far thanks to creator David Braben fighting for a re-license. Drawing elements of the first game – e.g. trading, exploration and fighting standing in a massive, procedurally generated universe – Elite: Dangerous is the Elite Game 21. It even represented its portrayal of our galaxy in the future. Oh, and did we mention the gameplay is massively multiplayer? The next frontier
is never so real and connected. Elite: Dangerous is the game best experienced online and VR. Keep Talking and Someone Explodes (Multiplatform)Assuming you know someone generous enough to print a 23-page manual, Keep Talking and Someone Explodes is the new Mario Party, at least in the sense that it makes your friends hate you. Developed by Steal Crate Games,
Keep Talking and No One Explodes requires careful attention recommended by 2-6 players. While one player works to defuse the bomb, the other must give clear instructions on how to do so. Demanding some intense collaboration with your peers, Keep Talking and No One Explodes is a fun game for the right group of people, and it's even more enjoyable for VR using either the
Samsung Gear VR or the Oculus Rift headset. Keep in mind that while the gamepad is an optional Gear VR version, the Oculus Rift version must be paired with a controller. Fallout 4 VR (HTC Vive Exclusive)When we watched the original game, we loved the huge, detail oriented open world of intriguing party quests and that exalted Then Bethesda's legendary post-apocalyptic
open world game was given VR treatment in 2017, with full VR tracking and movement control shooting. Fallout 4 virtual reality is even more ambitious than the original, so you must play for someone with an HTC Vive and one of the best VR games on hand. Batman: Arkham VR (Multiplatform)While the franchise may already be contracted on conventional platforms, Batman:
Arkham VR is a follow-up to Arkham Knight, virtually none of us expected. Not long after Rocksteady Studios revealed its third entry in the Batman Arkham universe would be its last, the developer announced it as an exclusive PlayStation VR that would later make its way to all three headphones. Batman: Arkham VR is more of an independent detective story than a canonical
sequel or prequel that set Arkham hats. You're not going to goons unconscious in vr-reimagined version of Rocksteady's signature combat mechanics. However, what you might expect is not much more than a 90-minute, DLC-sized story mission at a fraction of the cost of a full-priced game. Arizona Sunshine (Multiplatform)The long VR experience is pretty thin on the ground as it
is, and it's part of what makes Arizona Sunshine such an enjoyable experience. The game, which sees you exploring the zombie-infested Wild West, is a refreshingly long experience that can really sink your teeth, which contrasts with the more arcade-like experiences offered by other games. The movement is handled by teleporting yourself around the environment, which handily
allows you to cover large distances without motion sickness, and you reload and change weapons by moving your weapon into your ammo belt. Out of the experiences we've played so far, Arizona Sunshine feels what VR games can finally get when developers have the time and money to craft a full-length virtual reality experience. But for a short time looking for old mine shafts
with a six-shooter in one hand and flashing a flashlight in the other is just cool, even if you have to keep your play sessions for half an hour at a time just to keep your nerve. Minecraft VR (Multiplatform) This is official: the world's most popular block-'em-up is now VR. The Minecraft Windows 10 Edition is now out with the Oculus Rift, but you don't have to splash out on the
$599/£499/AU$649 (cost of the Rift) experience. That's because it's also available in samsung gear VR, with all the Oculus version features in tow. Windows Mixed Reality platforms are also supported. What's more, there's even a theatrical view where it makes you sick just to think about the 360 degree lego brick landscape. We don't know what excites us the most by exploring
Minecraft VR - the leggings it creepers are dead at night or burrowing into the landscape like a stare-wearing, pickaxe-wielding mole. A little bit of both, probably. Eve: Valkyrie (Multiplatform)Yes, Eve: Valkyrie makes you feel at least a little Sick. But isn't any epic gaming experience worth a little pain? What began as a spectacular tech demo for Icelandic developers Eve: Online
has evolved into a fast, squad-based dogfighting simulator set in deep space. This focus on combat allows the game to be much less realistic and more visceral than its competitors - and it's more arcadey as a result. It may not be possible to provide long-term thrills, but if you're looking to be blinded by what the Oculus Rift has to offer, see more than Eve: Valkyrie.Star Trek:
Bridge Crew (Multiplatform)Virtual reality gaming can't be much more social than this, a game in which you and three players team up to pilot federation starship from the long-running Star Trek franchise. While the game includes single player mode it is certainly an experience best enjoyed with friends, where you can soon get into a rhythm by anticipating each other's need and
adjusting your action accordingly. If you don't have friends with the same headset as you then you don't have to worry because Ubisoft is also a cross-platform play, so PlayStation VR, Oculus and Vive players shouldn't have any problem teaming up to solve the Klingons together. Lucky's Tale (Oculus Rift exclusive) Lucky's Tale is an intriguing little platformer. Think Mario 64 glue
crash bandicoot, viewed by a third person camera angle, which can be manipulated by moving your head, and you'd be halfway there. The VR element allows you to peek at more level as you go along, which sounds like a trick, but actually introduces the exploration element as you tilt your head to reveal the secrets of the level. It won't blow you away like other VR games, but
Lucky's Tale proves that VR can breathe new life into old, seemingly dead genres. Best PlayStation VR games: The best PSVR games around Michelle Rae Uy also contributed to this article. Article.
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